The magnetic properties of the superconducting oxide class of material have been of particular interest both because of the intrinsic interest in magnetism and because of the possibility that the magnetic fluctuations are responsible for the superconducting pairing. ' The RBa2Cu306+"(R -rare earth) system is known to order antiferromagnetically2 4 for small x (x (0. 4), where the system is tetragonal and nonsuperconducting. The magnetic structure consists3 of a simple antiparallel arrangement of Cu spins both within the Cu-0 planes as well as along the tetragonal c axis, while the oxygendeficient Cu planes possess no net moment. The threedimensional ordering can be quite high [TNi(x=0) =450 K], indicating that the magnetic interaction energies are large, and in addition it is expected5 that quite strong 2D magnetic correlations persist within the Cu-0 planes to even higher temperatures. The 3D transition temperature is very sensitive2 to the oxygen concentration x, decreasing rapidly with increasing x and approaching zero for x =0.4.
Very recently, a second magnetic phase transition has been observed by Kadowaki et al. and Fig. 2 ' 2) peak is practically zero in this sample in the low-temperature limit. Table I . We see that both transitions decrease with increasing x.
Since the half-integral and whole-integral l peaks correspond to separate Fourier components, we may solve the components of the spin structure separately and then superpose them. Of course, for the x=0.1 crystal at low T the whole-integral peaks are very small, and we neglect them initially in describing the ground-state configuration of this crystal. We have tried to fit a number of spin models to the magnetic data, and have ar- This compares with Mp=0. 6pB for the maximum moment found above TN2, with the spin structure shown in Fig. 3(c) 
